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Abstra t. The explosive growth in data olle tion in business and s ienti
elds has literally for ed upon us the need to analyze and mine
useful knowledge from it. Data mining refers to the entire pro ess of
extra ting useful and novel patterns/models from large datasets. Due
to the huge size of data and amount of omputation involved in data mining, high-performan e omputing is an essential omponent for
any su essful large-s ale data mining appli ation. This hapter presents
a survey on large-s ale parallel and distributed data mining algorithms
and systems, serving as an introdu tion to the rest of this volume. It also
dis usses the issues and hallenges that must be over ome for designing
and implementing su essful tools for large-s ale data mining.
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Introdu tion

Data Mining and Knowledge Dis overy in Databases (KDD) is a new interdisiplinary eld merging ideas from statisti s, ma hine learning, databases, and
parallel and distributed omputing. It has been engendered by the phenomenal
growth of data in all spheres of human endeavor, and the e onomi and s ienti
need to extra t useful information from the olle ted data. The key hallenge in
data mining is the extra tion of knowledge and insight from massive databases.
Data mining refers to the overall pro ess of dis overing new patterns or building models from a given dataset. There are many steps involved in the KDD
enterprise whi h in lude data sele tion, data leaning and prepro essing, data
transformation and redu tion, data-mining task and algorithm sele tion, and
nally post-pro essing and interpretation of dis overed knowledge [1, 2℄. This
KDD pro ess tends to be highly iterative and intera tive.
Typi ally data mining has the two high level goals of predi tion and des ription [1℄. In predi tion, we are interested in building a model that will predi t
unknown or future values of attributes of interest, based on known values of some
attributes in the database. In KDD appli ations, the des ription of the data in
human-understandable terms is equally if not more important than predi tion.
Two main forms of data mining an be identi ed [3℄. In veri ation-driven data mining the user postulates a hypothesis, and the system tries to validate it.
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The ommon veri ation-driven operations in lude query and reporting, multidimensional analysis or On-Line Analyti al Pro essing (OLAP), and statisti al
analysis. Dis overy-driven mining, on the other hand, automati ally extra ts
new information from data, and forms the main fo us of this survey. The typi al
dis overy-driven tasks in lude asso iation rules, sequential patterns, lassi ation and regression, lustering, similarity sear h, deviation dete tion, et .
While data mining has its roots in the traditional elds of ma hine learning
and statisti s, the sheer volume of data today poses the most serious problem.
For example, many ompanies already have data warehouses in the terabyte
range (e.g., FedEx, UPS, Walmart). Similarly, s ienti data is rea hing giganti
proportions (e.g., NASA spa e missions, Human Genome Proje t). Traditional
methods typi ally made the assumption that the data is memory resident. This
assumption is no longer tenable. Implementation of data mining ideas in highperforman e parallel and distributed omputing environments is thus be oming
ru ial for ensuring system s alability and intera tivity as data ontinues to grow
inexorably in size and omplexity.
Parallel data mining (PDM) deals with tightly- oupled systems in luding
shared-memory systems (SMP), distributed-memory ma hines (DMM), or lusters of SMP workstations (CLUMPS) with a fast inter onne t. Distributed data
mining (DDM), on the other hand, deals with loosely- oupled systems su h as a
luster over a slow Ethernet lo al-area network. It also in ludes geographi ally
distributed sites over a wide-area network like the Internet. The main di eren es
between PDM to DDM are best understood if view DDM as a gradual transition
from tightly- oupled, ne-grained parallel ma hines to loosely- oupled mediumgrained LAN of workstations, and nally very oarse-grained WANs. There is
in fa t a signi ant overlap between the two areas, espe ially at the mediumgrained level where is it hard to draw a line between them.
In another view, we an think of PDM as an essential omponent of a DDM
ar hite ture. An individual site in DDM an be a super omputer, a luster of
SMPs, or a single workstation. In other words, ea h site supports PDM lo ally.
Multiple PDM sites onstitute DDM, mu h like the urrent trend in meta- or
super- omputing. Thus the main di eren e between PDM and DDM is that of
s ale, ommuni ation osts, and data distribution. While, in PDM, SMPs an
share the entire database and onstru t a global mined model, DMMs generally
partition the database, but still generate global patterns/models. On the other
hand, in DDM, it is typi ally not feasible to share or ommuni ate data at all;
lo al models are built at ea h site, and are then merged/ ombined via various
methods.
PDM is the ideal hoi e in organizations with entralized data-stores, while
DDM is essential in ases where there are multiple distributed datasets. In fa t, a
su essful large-s ale data mining e ort requires a hybrid PDM/DDM approa h,
where parallel te hniques are used to optimize the lo al mining at a site, and
where distributed te hniques are then used to onstru t global or onsensus patterns/models, while minimizing the amount of data and results ommuni ated.
In this hapter we adopt this uni ed view of PDM and DDM.
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This hapter provides an introdu tion to parallel and distributed data mining. We begin by explaining the PDM/DDM algorithm design spa e, and then
go on to survey urrent parallel and distributed algorithms for asso iations, sequen es, lassi ation and lustering, whi h are the most ommon mining te hniques. We also in lude a se tion on re ent systems for distributed mining. After
reviewing the open hallenges in PDM/DDM, we on lude by providing a roadmap for the rest of this volume.

2

Parallel and Distributed Data Mining

Parallel and distributed omputing is expe ted to relieve urrent mining methods from the sequential bottlene k, providing the ability to s ale to massive
datasets, and improving the response time. A hieving good performan e on today's multipro essor systems is a non-trivial task. The main hallenges in lude
syn hronization and ommuni ation minimization, work-load balan ing, nding
good data layout and data de omposition, and disk I/O minimization, whi h is
espe ially important for data mining.

2.1 Parallel Design Spa e
The parallel design spa e spans a number of systems and algorithmi omponents
in luding the hardware platform, the kind of parallelism exploited, the load
balan ing strategy, the data layout and the sear h pro edure used.
Distributed Memory Ma hines vs. Shared Memory Systems The performan e
optimization obje tives hange depending on the underlying ar hite ture. In
DMMs syn hronization is impli it in message passing, so the goal be omes ommuni ation optimization. For shared-memory systems, syn hronization happens
via lo ks and barriers, and the goal is to minimize these points. Data de omposition is very important for distributed memory, but not for shared memory.
While parallel I/O omes for \free" in DMMs, it an be problemati for SMP
ma hines, whi h typi ally serialize I/O. The main hallenge for obtaining good
performan e on DMM is to nd a good data de omposition among the nodes, and
to minimize ommuni ation. For SMP the obje tives are to a hieve good data
lo ality, i.e., maximize a esses to lo al a he, and to avoid/redu e false sharing,
i.e., minimize the ping-pong e e t where multiple pro essors may be trying to
modify di erent variables whi h oin identally reside on the same a he line.
For today's non-uniform memory a ess (NUMA) hybrid and/or hierar hi al
ma hines (e.g., luster of SMPs), the optimization parameters draw from both
the DMM and SMP paradigms.
Another lassi ation of the di erent ar hite tures omes from the database
literature. Here, shared-everything refers to the shared-memory paradigm, with a
global shared memory and ommon disks among all the ma hines. Shared-nothing
refers to distributed-memory ar hite ture, with a lo al memory and disk for ea h
pro essor. A third paradigm alled shared-disks refers to the mixed ase where
pro essors have lo al memories, but a ess ommon disks [4, 5℄.
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Task vs. Data Parallelism These are the two main paradigms for exploiting algorithm parallelism. Data parallelism orresponds to the ase where the database
is partitioned among P pro essors. Ea h pro essor works on its lo al partition
of the database, but performs the same omputation of evaluating andidate
patterns/models. Task parallelism orresponds to the ase where the pro essors
perform di erent omputations independently, su h as evaluating a disjoint set
of andidates, but have/need a ess to the entire database. SMPs have a ess
to the entire data, but for DMMs this an be done via sele tive repli ation or
expli it ommuni ation of the lo al data. Hybrid parallelism ombining both
task and data parallelism is also possible, and in fa t desirable for exploiting all
available parallelism in data mining methods.
Stati vs. Dynami Load Balan ing In stati load balan ing work is initially partitioned among the pro essors using some heuristi ost fun tion, and there is
no subsequent data or omputation movement to orre t load imbalan es whi h
result from the dynami nature of mining algorithms. Dynami load balan ing seeks to address this by stealing work from heavily loaded pro essors and
re-assigning it to lightly loaded ones. Computation movement also entails data
movement, sin e the pro essor responsible for a omputational task needs the
data asso iated with that task as well. Dynami load balan ing thus in urs additional osts for work/data movement, but it is bene ial if the load imbalan e
is large and if load hanges with time. Dynami load balan ing is espe ially
important in multi-user environments with transient loads and in heterogeneous
platforms, whi h have di erent pro essor and network speeds. These kinds of environments in lude parallel servers, and heterogeneous, meta- lusters. With very
few ex eptions, most extant parallel mining algorithms use only a stati load
balan ing approa h that is inherent in the initial partitioning of the database
among available nodes. This is be ause they assume a dedi ated, homogeneous
environment.
Horizontal vs. Verti al Data Layout The standard input database for mining
is a relational table having N rows, also alled feature ve tors, transa tions, or
re ords, and M olumns, also alled dimensions, features, or attributes. The data
layout an be row-wise or olumn-wise. Many data mining algorithms assume a
horizontal or row-wise database layout, where they store, as a unit, ea h transa tion (tid), along with the attribute values for that transa tion. Other methods
use a verti al or olumn-wise database layout, where they asso iate with ea h attribute a list of all tids ( alled tidlist) ontaining the item, and the orresponding
attribute value in that transa tion. Certain mining operations a more eÆ ient
using a horizontal format, while others are more eÆ ient using a verti al format.
Complete vs. Heuristi Candidate Generation The nal results of a mining
method may be sets, sequen es, rules, trees, networks, et ., ranging from simple patterns to more omplex models, based on ertain sear h riteria. In the
intermediate steps several andidate patterns or partial models are evaluated,
and the nal result ontains only the ones that satisfy the (user-spe i ed) input
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parameters. Mining algorithms an di er in the way new andidates are generated for evaluation. One approa h is that of omplete sear h, whi h is guaranteed
to generate and test all valid andidates onsistent with the data. Note that
ompleteness doesn't mean exhaustive, sin e pruning an be used to eliminate
useless bran hes in the sear h spa e. Heuristi generation sa ri es ompleteness
for the sake of speed. At ea h step, it only examines a limited number (or only
one) of \good" bran hes. Random sear h is also possible. Generally, the more
omplex the mined model, the more the tenden y towards heuristi or greedy
sear h.

Candidate and Data Partitioning An easy way to dis uss the many parallel

and distributed mining methods is to des ribe them in terms of the omputation and data partitioning methods used. For example, the database itself an
be shared (in shared-memory or shared-disk ar hite tures), partially or totally
repli ated, or partitioned (using round-robin, hash, or range s heduling) among
the available nodes (in distributed-memory ar hite tures).
Similarly, the andidate on epts generated and evaluated in the di erent
mining methods an be shared, repli ated or partitioned. If they are shared
then all pro essors evaluate a single opy of the andidate set. In the repli ated
approa h the andidate on epts are repli ated on ea h ma hine, and are rst
evaluated lo ally, before global results are obtained by merging them. Finally, in
the partitioned approa h, ea h pro essor generates and tests a disjoint andidate
on ept set.
In the se tions below we des ribe parallel and distributed algorithms for some
of the typi al dis overy-driven mining tasks in luding asso iations, sequen es,
de ision tree lassi ation and lustering. Table 1 summarizes in list form where
ea h parallel algorithm for ea h of the above mining tasks lies in the design
spa e. It would help the reader to refer to the table while reading the algorithm
des riptions below.

2.2 Asso iation Rules
Given a database of transa tions, where ea h transa tion onsists of a set of
items, asso iation dis overy nds all the item sets that frequently o ur together,
the so alled frequent itemsets, and also the rules among them. An example of
an asso iation ould be that, \40% of people who buy Jane Austen's Pride and
Prejudi e also buy Sense and Sensibility." Potential appli ation areas in lude
atalog design, store layout, ustomer segmentation, tele ommuni ation alarm
diagnosis, et .
The Apriori [6℄ method serves as the base algorithm for the vast majority
of parallel asso iation algorithms. Apriori uses a omplete, bottom-up sear h,
with a horizontal data layout and enumerates all frequent itemsets. Apriori is an
iterative algorithm that ounts itemsets of a spe i length in a given database
pass. The pro ess starts by s anning all transa tions in the database and omputing the frequent items. Next, a set of potentially frequent andidate itemsets

Asso iation Rule Mining
Data
Task
Hybrid
Data
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task

Stati
Stati
Hybrid
Stati
Stati
Stati
Stati
Stati
Stati
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Repli ated
Partitioned
Partitioned
Partitioned
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Partitioned
Shared
Partitioned
Partitioned Partially Repli ated
Partitioned
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Shared
Partitioned
Repli ated
Partitioned
Partitioned Partially Repli ated

DMM
DMM
DMM
SMP
DMM

Data
Task
Task
Task
Task
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Stati
Stati
Dynami
Stati

Horizontal
Horizontal
Horizontal
Verti al
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Repli ated
Partitioned
Partitioned
Partitioned
Partitioned Partially Repli ated
Partitioned
Shared
Partitioned
Repli ated

SPRINT, SLIQ/R, SLIQ/D, S alParC SLIQ/SPRINT
DP-att, DP-re , PDT
C4.5
MWK
SPRINT
SUBTREE
SPRINT
HTF
SPRINT
pCLOUDS
CLOUDS

DMM
DMM
SMP
SMP
DMM
DMM

Data
Data
Data
Hybrid
Hybrid
Hybrid

P-CLUSTER
MAFIA

DMM
DMM

Data
Task

NPSPM
SPSPM
HPSPM
pSPADE
D-MSDD

Apriori
DMM
Apriori
DMM
Apriori
DMM
Apriori
SMP
Apriori
DMM
Apriori
SMP
DIC
SMP
Partition
DMM
E lat, Clique CLUMPS

Database

GSP
GSP
GSP
SPADE
MSDD

Sequen e Mining

De ision Tree Classi ation

K-Means
-

Clustering

Stati
Verti al Repli ated
Stati Horizontal Repli ated
Dynami Verti al
Shared
Dynami Verti al Partitioned
Dynami Verti al Partitioned
Dynami Horizontal Partitioned
Stati
Stati

Horizontal Repli ated
Horizontal Partitioned

Partitioned
Partitioned
Shared
Partitioned
Partitioned
Partitioned
Partitioned
Partitioned

Table 1. Design Spa e for Parallel Mining Algorithms: Asso iations, Sequen es, Classi ation and Clustering.
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CD, PEAR, PDM, FDM, NPA
DD, SPA, IDD
HD
CCPD
CandD, HPA, HPA-ELD
PCCD
APM
PPAR
PE, PME, PC, PMC

Base Algorithm Ma hine Parallelism LoadBal DB Layout Con epts
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of length 2 is formed from the frequent items. Another database s an is made
to obtain their supports. The frequent itemsets are retained for the next pass,
and the pro ess is repeated until all frequent itemsets (of various lengths) have
been enumerated.
Other sequential methods for asso iations that have been parallelized, inlude DHP [7℄, whi h tries to redu e the number of andidates by olle ting
approximate ounts (using hash tables) in the previous level. These ounts an
be used to rule out many andidates in the urrent pass that annot possibly be
frequent. The Partition algorithm [8℄ minimizes I/O by s anning the database
only twi e. It partitions the database into small hunks whi h an be handled in
memory. In the rst pass it generates a set of all potentially frequent itemsets,
and in the se ond pass it ounts their global frequen y. In both phases it uses a
verti al database layout. The DIC algorithm [9℄ dynami ally ounts andidates
of varying length as the database s an progresses, and thus is able to redu e the
number of s ans.
A ompletely di erent design hara terizes the equivalen e lass based algorithms (E lat, MaxE lat, Clique, and MaxClique) proposed by Zaki et al. [10℄.
These methods utilize a verti al database format, omplete sear h, a mix of
bottom-up and hybrid sear h, and generate a mix of maximal and non-maximal
frequent itemsets. The algorithms utilize the stru tural properties of frequent
itemsets to fa ilitate fast dis overy. The items are organized in a subset latti e
sear h spa e, whi h is de omposed into small independent hunks or sub-latti es,
whi h an be solved in memory. EÆ ient latti e traversal te hniques are used,
whi h qui kly identify all the frequent itemsets via tidlist interse tions.

Repli ated or Shared Candidates, Partitioned Database The andidate

on epts in asso iation mining are the frequent itemsets. A ommon paradigm for
parallel asso iation mining is to partition the database in equal-sized horizontal
blo ks, with the andidate itemsets repli ated on all pro essors. For Aprioribased parallel methods, in ea h iteration, ea h pro essor omputes the frequen y
of the andidate set in its lo al database partition. This is followed by a sumredu tion to obtain the global frequen y. The infrequent itemsets are dis arded,
while the frequent ones are used to generate the andidates for the next iteration.
Barring minor di eren es, the methods that follow this data-parallel approa h in lude PEAR [11℄, PDM [12℄, Count Distribution (CD) [13℄, FDM [14℄,
Non-Partitioned Apriori (NPA) [15℄, and CCPD [16℄. CCPD uses shared-memory
ma hines, and thus maintains a shared andidate set among all pro essors. It
also parallelizes the andidate generation.
The other algorithms use distributed-memory ma hines. PDM, based on DHP, prunes andidates using approximate ounts from the previous level. It also
does parallelizes andidate generation, at the ost of an extra round of ommuniation. The remaining methods simply repli ate the omputation for andidate
generation. FDM is further optimized to work on distributed sites. It uses novel
pruning te hniques to minimize the number of andidates, and thus the ommuni ation during sum-redu tion.
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The advantage of repli ated andidates and partitioned database, for Aprioribased methods, is that they in ur only a small amount of ommuni ation. In
ea h iteration only the frequen ies of andidate on epts are ex hanged; no data
is ex hanged. These methods thus outperform the pure partitioned andidates
approa h des ribed in the next se tion. Their disadvantage is that the aggregate
system memory is not used e e tively, sin e the andidates are repli ated.
Other parallel algorithms, that use a di erent base sequential method inlude APM [17℄, a task-parallel, shared-memory, asyn hronous algorithm, based
on DIC. Ea h pro essor independently applies DIC to its lo al partition. The
andidate set is shared among pro essors, but is updated asyn hronously when
a pro essor inserts new itemsets.
PPAR [11℄, a task-parallel, distributed-memory algorithm, is built upon Partition, with the ex eption that PPAR uses the horizontal data format. Ea h
pro essor gathers the lo ally frequent itemsets of all sizes in one pass over their
lo al database (whi h may be partitioned into hunks as well). All potentially
frequent itemsets are then broad ast to other pro essors. Then ea h pro essor
gathers the ounts of these global andidates in the se ond lo al pass. Finally a
broad ast is performed to obtain the globally frequent itemsets.

Partitioned Candidates, Partitioned Database Algorithms implementing

this approa h in lude Data Distribution (DD) [13℄, Simply-Partitioned Apriori
(SPA) [15℄, and Intelligent Data Distribution (IDD) [18℄. All three are Aprioribased, and employ task parallelism on distributed-memory ma hines. Here ea h
pro essor omputes the frequen y of a disjoint set of andidates. However, to
nd the global support ea h pro essor must s an the entire database, both its
lo al partition, and other pro essor's partitions (whi h are ex hanged in ea h iteration). The main advantage of these methods is that they utilize the aggregate
system-wide memory by evaluating disjoint andidates, but they are impra ti al
for any realisti large-s ale dataset.
The Hybrid Distribution (HD) algorithm [18℄ adopts a middle ground between Data Distribution and Count Distribution. It utilizes the aggregate memory, and also minimizes ommuni ation. It partitions the P pro essors into G
equal-sized groups. Ea h of the G groups is onsidered a super-pro essor, and
applies Count Distribution, while the P =G pro essors within a group use Intelligent Data Distribution. The database is horizontally partitioned among the G
super-pro essors, and the andidates are partitioned among the P =G pro essors
in a group. HD uts down the database ommuni ation osts by 1=G.

Partitioned Candidates, Sele tively Repli ated or Shared Database A

third approa h is to evaluate a disjoint andidate set and to sele tively repli ate
the database on ea h pro essor. Ea h pro essor has all the information to generate and test andidates asyn hronously. Methods in this paradigm are Candidate
Distribution (CandD) [13℄, Hash Partitioned Apriori (HPA) [15℄, HPA-ELD [15℄,
and PCCD [16℄, all of whi h are Apriori-based. PCCD uses SMP ma hines, and
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a esses a shared-database, but is not ompetitive with CCPD. Candidate Distribution is also outperformed by Count Distribution. Nevertheless, HPA-ELD,
a hybrid between HPA and NPA, was shown to be better than NPA, SPA, and
HPA.
Zaki et al. [19℄ proposed four algorithms, ParE lat (PE), ParMaxE lat (PME),
ParClique (PC), and ParMaxClique (PMC), targeting hierar hi al systems like
lusters of SMP ma hines. The data is assumed to be verti ally partitioned
among the SMP ma hines. After an initial tidlist ex hange phase and lass
s heduling phase, the algorithms pro eed asyn hronously. In the asyn hronous
phase ea h pro essor has available the lasses assigned to it, and the tidlists for
all items. Thus ea h pro essor an independently generate all frequent itemsets
from its lasses. No ommuni ation or syn hronization is required. Further, all
available memory of the system is used, no in-memory hash trees are needed,
and only simple interse tion operations are required for itemset enumeration.
Most of the extant asso iation mining methods use a stati load balan ing
s heme; a dynami load balan ing approa h on a heterogeneous luster has been
presented in [20℄. For more detailed surveys of parallel and distributed asso iation mining see [21℄ and the hapter by Joshi et al. in this volume.

2.3 Sequential Patterns
Sequen e dis overy aims at extra ting frequent events that ommonly o ur over
a period of time [22℄. An example of a sequential pattern ould be that \70% of
the people who buy Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudi e also buy Emma within
a month". Sequential pattern mining deals with purely ategori al domains, as
opposed to the real-valued domains used in time-series analysis. Examples of
ategori al domains in lude text, DNA, market baskets, et .
In essen e, sequen e mining is \temporal" asso iation mining. However, while
asso iation rules dis over only intra-transa tion patterns (itemsets), we now also have to dis over inter-transa tion patterns (sequen es) a ross related transa tions. The set of all frequent sequen es is an superset of the set of frequent
itemsets. Hen e, sequen e sear h is mu h more omplex and hallenging than
itemset sear h, thereby ne essitating fast parallel algorithms.
Serial algorithms for sequen e mining that have been parallelized in lude
GSP [23℄, MSDD [24℄, and SPADE [25℄. GSP is designed after Apriori. It omputes the frequen y of andidate sequen es of length k in iteration k . The andidates are generated from the frequent sequen es from the previous iteration.
MSDD dis overs patterns in multiple event sequen es; it explores the rule spa e
dire tly instead of the sequen e spa e. SPADE is similar to E lat. It uses verti al
layout and temporal joins to ompute frequen y. The sear h spa e is broken into small memory-resident hunks, whi h are explored in depth- or breadth- rst
manner.
Three parallel algorithms based on GSP were presented in [26℄. All three
methods use the partitioned database approa h, and are distributed-memory
based. NPSPM (with repli ated andidates) is equivalent to NPA, SPSPM (with
partitioned andidates) the same as SPA and HPSPM is equivalent to HPA,
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whi h have been des ribed above. HPSPM performed the best among the three.
A parallel and distributed implementation of MSDD was presented in [27℄.
A shared-memory, SPADE-based parallel algorithm, utilizing dynami load
balan ing is des ribed by Zaki, and new algorithms for parallel sequen e mining
are also des ribed by Joshi et al. in this volume.

2.4 Classi ation
Classi ation aims to assign a new data item to one of several prede ned ategori al lasses [28, 29℄. Sin e the eld being predi ted is pre-labeled, lassi ation is
also known as supervised indu tion. While there are several lassi ation methods in luding neural networks [30℄ and geneti algorithms [31℄, de ision trees [32,
33℄ are parti ularly suited to data mining, sin e they an be onstru ted relatively qui kly, and are simple and easy to understand. Common appli ations of
lassi ation in lude redit ard fraud dete tion, insuran e risk analysis, bank
loan approval, et .
A de ision tree is built using a re ursive partitioning approa h. Ea h internal
node in the tree represents a de ision on an attribute, whi h splits the database
into two or more hildren. Initially the root ontains the entire database, with
examples from mixed lasses. The split point hosen is the one that best separates
or dis riminates the lasses. Ea h new node is re ursively split in the same
manner until a node ontains only one or a majority lass.
De ision tree lassi ers typi ally use a greedy sear h over the spa e of all
possible trees; there are simply too many trees to allow a omplete sear h. The
sear h is also biased towards simple trees. Existing lassi ers have used both the
horizontal and verti al database layouts. In parallel de ision tree onstru tion
the andidate on epts are the possible split points for all attributes within a
node of the expanding tree. For numeri attributes a split point is of the form
A  vi , and for ategori al attributes the test takes the form A 2 fv1 ; v2 ; :::g,
where vi is a value from the domain of attribute A.
Below we look at some parallel de ision tree methods. Re ent surveys on
parallel and s alable indu tion methods are also presented in [34, 35℄.

Repli ated Tree, Partitioned Database SLIQ [36℄ was one of the earliest
s alable de ision tree lassi ers. It uses a verti al data format, alled attribute
lists, allowing it to pre-sort numeri attributes in the beginning, thus avoiding the
repeated sorting required at ea h node in traditional tree indu tion. Nevertheless
it uses a memory-resident stru ture alled lass-list, whi h grows linearly in the
number of input re ords. SPRINT [37℄ removes this memory dependen e, by
storing the lasses as part of the attribute lists. It uses data parallelism, and a
distributed-memory platform.
In SPRINT and parallel versions of SLIQ, the attribute lists are horizontally
partitioned among all pro essors. The de ision tree is also repli ated on all proessors. The tree is onstru ted syn hronously in a breadth- rst manner. Ea h
pro essor omputes the best split point, using its lo al attribute lists, for all the
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nodes on the urrent tree level. A round of ommuni ation takes pla e to determine the best split point among all pro essors. Ea h pro essor independently
splits the urrent nodes into new hildren using the best split point, setting
the stage for the next tree level. Sin e a horizontal re ord is split in multiple
attribute lists, a hash table is used to note whi h re ord belongs to whi h hild.
The parallelization of SLIQ follows a similar paradigm, ex ept for the way
the lass list is treated. SLIQ/R uses a repli ated lass list, while SLIQ/D uses
a distributed lass list. Experiments showed that while SLIQ/D is better able
to exploit available memory, SLIQ/R was better in terms of performan e, but
SPRINT outperformed both SLIQ/R and SLIQ/D.
S alParC [38℄ is also an attribute-list-based parallel lassi er for distributedmemory ma hines. It is similar in design to SLIQ/D (ex ept that it uses hash
tables per node, instead of global lass lists). It uses a novel distributed hash
table for splitting a node, redu ing the ommuni ation omplexity and memory
requirements over SPRINT, making it s alable to larger datasets.
The DP-re and DP-att [39℄ algorithms exploit re ord-based and attributebased data parallelism, respe tively. In re ord-based data parallelism (also used
in SPRINT, S alParC SLIQ/D and SLIQ/R), the re ords or attribute lists are
horizontally partitioned among the pro essors. In ontrast, in attribute-based
data parallelism, the attributes are divided so that ea h pro essor is responsible
for an equal number of attributes. In both the s hemes pro essors ooperate to
expand a tree node. Lo al omputations are performed in parallel, followed by
information ex hanges to get a global best split point.
Parallel De ision Tree (PDT) [40℄, a distributed-memory, data-parallel algorithm, splits the training re ords horizontally in equal-sized blo ks, among the
pro essors. It follows a master-slave paradigm, where the master builds the tree,
and nds the best split points. The slaves are responsible for sending lass frequen y statisti s to the master. For ategori al attributes, ea h pro essor gathers
lo al lass frequen ies, and forwards them to the master. For numeri attributes,
ea h pro essor sorts the lo al values, nds lass frequen ies for split points, and
ex hanges these with all other slaves. Ea h slave an then al ulate the best lo al
split point, whi h is sent to the master, who then sele ts the best global split
point.

Shared Tree, Shared Database MWK (and its pre ursors BASIC and FWK)
[41℄, a shared-memory implementation based on SPRINT uses this approa h.
MWK uses dynami attribute-based data parallelism. Multiple pro essors ooperate to build a shared de ision tree in a breadth- rst manner. Using a dynami s heduling s heme, ea h pro essor a quires an attribute for any tree node
at the urrent level, and evaluates the split points, before pro essing another
attribute. The pro essor that evaluates the last attribute of a tree node, also
omputes the best split point for that node. Similarly, the attribute lists are
split among the hildren using attribute parallelism.
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Hybrid Tree Parallelism SUBTREE [41℄ uses dynami task parallelism (that

exists in di erent sub-trees) ombined with data parallelism on shared-memory
systems. Initially all pro essors belong to one group, and apply data parallelism
at the root. On e new hild nodes are formed, the pro essors are also partitioned
into groups, so that a group of hild nodes an be pro essed in parallel by a
pro essor group. If the tree nodes asso iated with a pro essor group be ome
pure (i.e., ontain examples from a single lass), then these pro essors join some
other a tive group.
The Hybrid Tree Formulation (HTF) in [42℄ is very similar to SUBTREE.
HTF uses distributed memory ma hines, and thus data redistribution is required
in HTF when assigning a set of nodes to a pro essor group, so that the pro essor
group has all re ords relevant to an assigned node.
pCLOUDS [43℄ is a distributed-memory parallelization of CLOUDS [44℄. It
does not require attribute lists or the pre-sorting for numeri attributes; instead
it samples the split points for numeri attributes followed by an estimation step
to narrow the sear h spa e for the best split. It thus redu es both omputation
and I/O requirements. pCLOUDS employs a mixed parallelism approa h. Initially, data parallelism is applied for nodes with many re ords. All small nodes
are queued to be pro essed later using task parallelism. Before pro essing small
nodes the data is redistributed so that all required data is available lo ally at a
pro essor.

2.5 Clustering
Clustering is used to partition database re ords into subsets or lusters, su h
that elements of a luster share a set of ommon properties that distinguish
them from other lusters [45{48℄. The goal is to maximize intra- luster and minimize inter- luster similarity. Unlike lassi ation whi h has prede ned labels,
lustering must in essen e automati ally ome up with the labels. For this reason lustering is also alled unsupervised indu tion. Appli ations of lustering
in lude demographi or market segmentation for identifying ommon traits of
groups of people, dis overing new types of stars in datasets of stellar obje ts,
and so on.
The K-means algorithm is a popular lustering method. The idea is to randomly pi k K data points as luster enters. Next, ea h re ord or point is assigned
to the luster it is losest to in terms of squared-error or Eu lidean distan e. A
new enter is omputed by taking the mean of all points in a luster, setting the
stage for the next iteration. The pro ess stops when the luster enters ease
to hange. Parallelization of K-means re eived a lot of attention in the past.
Di erent parallel methods, mainly using hyper ube omputers, appear in [49{
52℄. We do not des ribe these methods in detail, sin e they used only small
memory-resident datasets.
Hierar hi al lustering represents another ommon paradigm. These methods
start with a set of distin t points, ea h forming its own luster. Then re ursively, two lusters that are lose are merged into one, until all points belong to
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a single luster. In [49, 53℄, parallel hierar hi al agglomerative lustering algorithms were presented, using several inter- luster distan e metri s and parallel
omputer ar hite tures. These methods also report results on small datasets.
P-CLUSTER [54℄ is a distributed-memory lient-server K-means algorithm.
Data is partitioned into blo ks on a server, whi h sends initial luster enters and
data blo ks to ea h lient. A lient assigns ea h re ord in its lo al blo k to the
nearest luster, and sends results ba k to the server. The server then re al ulates
the new enters and another iteration begins. To further improve performan e
P-CLUSTER uses that the fa t that after the rst few iterations only a few
re ords hange luster assignments, and also the enters have less tenden y to
move in later iterations. They take advantage of these fa ts to redu e the number
of distan e al ulations, and thus the time of the lustering algorithm.
Among the re ent methods, MAFIA [55℄, is a distributed memory algorithm for subspa e lustering. Traditional methods, like K-means and hierar hi al
lustering, nd lusters in the whole data spa e, i.e., they use all dimensions for
distan e omputations. Subspa e lustering fo uses on nding lusters embedded
in subsets of a high-dimensional spa e. MAFIA uses adaptive grids (or bins) in
ea h dimension, whi h are merged to nd lusters in higher dimensions. Parallel
implementation of MAFIA is similar to asso iation mining. The andidates here
are the potentially dense units (the subspa e lusters) in k dimensions, whi h
have to be tested if they are truly dense. MAFIA employs task parallelism,
where data as well as andidates are equally partitioned among all pro essors.
Ea h pro essor omputes lo al density, followed by a redu tion to obtain global
density.
The paper by Dhillon and Modha in this volume presents a distributedmemory parallelization of K-means, while the paper by Johnson and Kargupta
des ribes a distributed hierar hi al lustering method.

2.6 Distributed Mining Frameworks
Re ently, there has been an in reasing interest in distributed and wide-area data
mining systems. The fa t that many global businesses and s ienti endeavors
require a ess to multiple, distributed, and often heterogeneous databases, unders ores the growing importan e of distributed data mining.
An ideal platform for DDM is a luster of ma hines at a lo al site, or luster
of lusters spanning a wide area, the so- alled omputational grids, onne ted
via Internet or other high speed networks. As we noted earlier, PDM is best
viewed as a lo al omponent within a DDM system. Further the main di eren es
between the two is the ost of ommuni ation or data movement, and the fa t
that DDM must typi ally handle multiple (possibly heterogeneous) databases.
Below we review some re ent e orts in developing DDM frameworks.
Most methods/systems for DDM assume that the data is horizontally partitioned among the sites, and is homogeneous (share the same feature spa e).
Ea h site mines its lo al data and generates lo ally valid on epts. These onepts are ex hanged among all the sites to obtain the globally valid on epts.
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The Partition [8℄ algorithm for asso iation mining is a good example. It is inherently suitable for DDM. Ea h site an generate lo ally frequent itemsets at a
given threshold level. All lo al results are ombined and then evaluated at ea h
site to obtain the globally frequent itemsets.
Another example is JAM [56, 57℄, a java-based multi-agent system utilizing
meta-learning, used primarily in fraud-dete tion appli ations. Ea h agent builds
a lassi ation model, and di erent agents are allowed to build lassi ers using
di erent te hniques. JAM also provides a set of meta-learning agents for ombining multiple models learnt at di erent sites into a meta- lassi er that in many
ases improves the overall predi tive a ura y. Knowledge Probing [58℄ is another approa h to meta-learning. Knowledge probing retains a des riptive model
after ombining multiple lassi ers, rather than treating the meta- lassi er as a
bla k-box. The idea is to learn on a separate dataset, the lass predi tions from
all the lo al lassi ers.
PADMA [59℄ is an agent based ar hite ture for distributed mining. Individual
agents are responsible for lo al data a ess, hierar hi al lustering in text do ument lassi ation, and web based information visualization. The BODHI [60℄
DDM system is based on the novel on ept of olle tive data mining. Naive mining of heterogeneous, verti ally partitioned, sites an lead to an in orre t global
data model. BODHI guarantees orre t lo al and global analysis with minimum
ommuni ation.
In [61℄ a new distributed do-all primitive, alled D-DOALL, was des ribed
that allows easy s heduling of independent mining tasks on a network of workstations. The framework allows in remental reporting of results, and seeks to
redu e ommuni ation via resour e-aware task s heduling prin iples.
The Papyrus [62℄ java-based system spe i ally targets wide-area DDM over
lusters and meta- lusters. It supports di erent data, task and model strategies. For example, it an move models, intermediate results or raw data between
nodes. It an support oordinated or independent mining, and various methods for ombining lo al models. Papyrus uses PMML (Predi tive Model Markup
Language) to des ribe and ex hange mined models. Kensignton [63℄ is another
java-based system for distributed enterprise data mining. It is a three-tiered system, with a lient front-end for GUI, and visual programming of data mining
tasks. The middle-layer appli ation server provides persistent storage, task exeution ontrol, and data management and prepro essing fun tions. The third-tier
implements a parallel data mining servi e.
Other re ent work in DDM in ludes de ision tree onstru tion over distributed databases [64℄, where the learning agents an only ex hange summaries instead of raw data, and the databases may have shared attributes. The main
hallenge is to onstru t a de ision tree using impli it re ords rather than materializing a join over all the datasets. The WoRLD system [65℄ des ribes an
indu tive rule-learning program that learns from data distributed over a network. WoRLD also avoids joining databases to reate a entral dataset. Instead
it uses marker-propagation to ompute statisti s. A marker is a label of a lass
of interest. Counts of the di erent markers are maintained with ea h attribute
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value, and used for evaluating rules. Markers are propagated among di erent
tables to fa ilitate distributed learning.
For more information on parallel and distributed data mining see the book
by Freitas and Lavington [66℄ and the edited volume by Kargupta and Chan [67℄.

3

Resear h Issues and Challenges

In this se tion we highlight some of the outstanding resear h issues and a number
of open problems for designing and implementing the next-generation large-s ale
mining methods and KDD systems.

High Dimensionality Current methods are only able to hand a few thousand

dimensions or attributes. Consider asso iation rule mining as an example. The
se ond iteration of the algorithm ounts the frequen y of all pairs of items,
whi h has quadrati omplexity. In general, the omplexity of di erent mining
algorithms may not be linear in the number of dimensions, and new parallel
methods are needed that are able to handle large number of attributes.

Large Size Databases ontinue to in rease in size. Current methods are able to
(perhaps) handle data in the gigabyte range, but are not suitable for terabytesized data. Even a single s an for these databases is onsidered expensive. Most
urrent algorithms are iterative, and s an data multiple times. For example, it
is an open problem to mine all frequent asso iations in a single pass, although
sampling based methods show promise [68, 69℄. In general, minimizing the number of data s ans is paramount. Another fa tor limiting the s alability of most
mining algorithms is that they rely on in-memory data stru tures for storing
potential patterns and information about them (su h as andidate hash tree [6℄
in asso iations, tid hash table [70℄ in lassi ation). For large databases these
stru tures will ertainly not t in aggregate system memory. This means that
temporary results will have to be written out to disk or the database will have
to be divided into partitions small enough to be pro essed in memory, entailing
further data s ans.
Data Lo ation Today's large-s ale data sets are usually logi ally and physi ally

distributed, requiring a de entralized approa h to mining. The database may be
horizontally partitioned where di erent sites have di erent transa tions, or it
may be verti ally partitioned, with di erent sites having di erent attributes.
Most urrent work has only dealt with the horizontal partitioning approa h.
The databases may also have heterogeneous s hemas.

Data Type To-date most data mining resear h has fo used on stru tured data,
as it is the simplest, and most amenable to mining. However, support for other
data types is ru ial. Examples in lude unstru tured or semi-stru tured (hyper)text, temporal, spatial and multimedia databases. Mining these is fraught
with hallenges, but is ne essary as multimedia ontent and digital libraries proliferate at astounding rates. Te hniques from parallel and distributed omputing
will lie at the heart of any proposed s alable solutions.
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Data Skew One of the problems adversely a e ting load balan ing in paral-

lel mining algorithms is sensitivity to data skew. Most methods partition the
database horizontally in equal-sized blo ks. However, the number of patterns
generated from ea h blo k an be heavily skewed, i.e., while one blo k may ontribute many, the other may have very few patterns, implying that the pro essor
responsible for the latter blo k will be idle most of the time. Randomizing the
blo ks is one solution, but it is still not adequate, given the dynami and intera tive nature of mining. The e e t of skewness on di erent algorithms needs to
be further studied (see [71℄ for some re ent work).

Dynami Load Balan ing Most extant algorithms use only a stati par-

titioning s heme based on the initial data de omposition, and they assume a
homogeneous, dedi ated environment. This is far from reality. A typi al parallel
database server has multiple users, and has transient loads. This alls for an investigation of dynami load balan ing s hemes. Dynami load balan ing is also
ru ial in a heterogeneous environment, whi h an be omposed of meta- and
super- lusters, with ma hines ranging from ordinary workstations to super omputers.

In remental Methods Everyday new data is being olle ted, and existing
data stores are being updated with the new data or purged of the old one. Todate there have been no parallel or distributed algorithms that are in remental
in nature, whi h an handle updates and deletions without having to re ompute
patterns or rules over the entire database.
Multi-table Mining, Data Layout and Indexing S hemes Almost no
work has been done on mining over multiple tables or over distributed databases
whi h have di erent s hemas. Data in a warehouse is typi ally arranged in a
star s hema, with a entral fa t table (e.g., point-of-sales data), and asso iated dimension tables (e.g., produ t information, manufa turer, et .). Traditional
mining over these multiple tables would rst require us to reate a large single
table that is the join of all the tables. The joined table also has tremendous
amounts of redundan y. We need better methods for pro essing su h multiple
tables, without having to materialize a single large view. Also, little work has
been done on the optimal or near-optimal data layout or indexing s hemes for
fast data a ess for mining.
Parallel DBMS/File Systems To-date most results reported have hand-

partitioned the database, mainly horizontally, on di erent pro essors. There
has been very little study ondu ted in using a parallel database/ le system
for managing the partitioned database, and the a ompanying striping, and
layout issues. Re ently there has been in reasing emphasis on tight database
integration of mining [72{75℄, but it has mainly been on ned to sequential approa hes. Some ex eptions in lude Data Surveyor [76℄, a mining tool that uses
the Monet database server for parallel lassi ation rule indu tion. Also, generi set-oriented primitive operations were proposed in [77℄ for lassi ation and
lustering. These primitives were fully integrated with a parallel DBMS.
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Intera tion, Pattern Management and Meta-level Mining The KDD
pro ess is highly intera tive, as the human parti ipates in almost all the steps.
For example, the user is heavily involved in the initial data understanding, sele tion, leaning, and transformation phases. These steps in fa t onsume more
time than mining per se. Moreover, depending on the parameters of the sear h,
mining methods may generate too many patterns to be analyzed dire tly. One
needs methods to allow meta-level queries [78{80℄ on the results, to impose onstraints that fo us on patterns of interest [81, 82℄, to re ne or generalize rules [83,
84℄, et . Thus there is a need for a omplete set of tools that query and mine the
pattern/model database as well. Parallel methods an be su essful in providing
the desired rapid response in all of the above steps.

4

Book Organization

This book ontains hapters overing all the major tasks in data mining in luding
parallel and distributed mining frameworks, asso iations, sequen es, lustering
and lassi ation. We provide a brief synopsis of ea h hapter below, organized
under four main headings.

4.1 Mining Frameworks
Graham Williams et al. present Data Miner's Ar ade, a java-based platformindependent system for integrating multiple analysis and mining tools, using a
ommon API, and providing seamless data a ess a ross multiple systems. Components of the DM Ar ade in lude parallel algorithms (e.g., BMARS - multiple
adaptive regression B-splines), virtual environments for data visualization, and
data management for mining.
Bailey et al. des ribe the implementation of Osiris, a data server for widearea distributed data mining, built upon lusters, meta- lusters (with ommodity
network like Internet) and super- lusters (with high-speed network). Osiris addresses three key issues: What data layout should be used on the server? What
tradeo s are there in moving data or predi tive models between nodes? How data
should be moved to minimize laten y; what proto ols should be used? Experiments were performed on a wide-area system linking Chi ago and Washington
via the NSF/MCI vBNS network.
Parthasarathy et al. present InterA t, an a tive mining framework for distributed mining. A tive mining refers to methods that maintain valid mined patterns or models in the presen e of user intera tion and database updates. The
framework uses mining summary stru tures that are maintained a ross updates
or hanges in user spe i ations. InterA t also allows e e tive lient-server data
and omputation sharing. A tive mining results were presented on a number of
methods like dis retization, asso iations, sequen es, and similarity sear h.
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4.2 Asso iation Rules and Sequen es
Joshi et al. open this se tion with a survey hapter on parallel mining of asso iation rules and sequen es. They dis uss the many extant parallel solutions,
and give an a ount of the hallenges and issues for e e tive formulations of
dis overing frequent itemsets and sequen es.
Morishita and Nakaya des ribe a novel parallel algorithm for mining orrelated asso iation rules. They mine rules based on the hi-squared metri that
optimizes the statisti al signi an e or orrelation between the rule ante edent
and onsequent. A parallel bran h-and-bound algorithm was proposed that uses a term rewriting te hnique to avoid expli itly maintaining lists of open and
losed nodes on ea h pro essor. Experiments on SMP platforms (with up to 128
pro essors) show very good speedups.
Shintani and Kitsuregawa propose new load balan ing strategies for generalized asso iation rule mining using a gigabyte-sized database on a luster of 100
PCs onne ted with an ATM network. In generalized asso iations the items are
at the leaf levels in a hierar hy or taxonomy of items, and the goal is to dis over
rules involving on epts at multiple (and mixed) levels. They show that load
balan ing is ru ial for performan e on su h large-s ale lusters.
Zaki presents pSPADE, a parallel algorithm for sequen e mining. pSPADE
divides the pattern sear h spa e into disjoint, independent sub-problems based
on suÆx- lasses, ea h of whi h an be solved in parallel in an asyn hronous
manner. Task parallelism and dynami inter- and intra- lass load balan ing is
used for good performan e. Results on a 12 pro essor SMP using up to a 1 GB
dataset show good speedup and s aleup.

4.3 Classi ation
Skilli orn presents parallel te hniques for generating predi tors for lassi ation
and regression models. A re ent trend in learning is to build multiple predi tion
models on di erent samples from the training set, and ombine them, allowing
faster indu tion and lower error rates. This framework is highly amenable to
parallelism and forms the fo us of this paper.
Goil and Choudhary implemented a parallel de ision tree lassi er using the
aggregates omputed in multidimensional analysis or OLAP. They ompute aggregates/ ounts per lass along various dimensions, whi h an then be used for
omputing the attribute split-points. Communi ation is minimized by oales ing
messages and is done on e per tree level. Experiments on a 16 node IBM SP2
were presented.
Hall et al. des ribe distributed rule indu tion for learning a single model
from disjoint datasets. They rst learn lo al rules from a single site; these are
merged to form a global rule set. They show that while this approa h promises
fast indu tion, a ura y tapers o (as ompared to dire tly mining the whole
database) as the number of sites in reases. They suggested some heuristi s to
minimize this loss in a ura y.
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4.4 Clustering
Johnson and Kargupta present the Colle tive Hierar hi al Clustering algorithm
for lustering over distributed, heterogeneous databases. Rather than gathering
the data at a entral site, they generate lo al luster models, whi h are subsequently ombined to obtain the global lustering.
Dhillon and Modha parallelized the K-means lustering algorithm on a 16
node IBM SP2 distributed-memory system. They exploit the inherent data parallelism of the K-means algorithm, by performing the point-to- entroid distan e
al ulations in parallel. They demonstrated linear speedup on a 2GB dataset.

5

Con lusion

We on lude by observing that the need for large-s ale data mining algorithms
and systems is real and immediate. Parallel and distributed omputing is essential for providing s alable, in remental and intera tive mining solutions. The eld
is in its infan y, and o ers many interesting resear h dire tions to pursue. We
hope that this volume, representing the state-of-the-art in parallel and distributed mining methods, will be su essful in bringing to surfa e the requirement and
hallenges in large-s ale parallel KDD systems.
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